
400mm Diamond Cutting Segment For Stone Slab Wholesales

Product Description： 

Diamond stone cutting segment wholesales is one part of diamond saw blade, gang saw
blade etc. It is one of most popular slab cutting and grinding tools.

According to practical requirements, we have developed different types of blades and
segments, such as for general use, for marble and for artificial stone etc.

We can also supply other individual segments according to different equipment, different
processed material, and different requirement for processing precision from our customers.

Feature: 

1. Fast cutting & long life & Stable performance.

2. Different bonds are for different applications & uniform size.

3.Diamond segment cutting supplier china.this short segment (L24) design makes better
sharpness and cutting efficiency.

4.250mm-800mm Diamond Cutting Segments Supplier ,this special design will not
allow easy edge collapse,break,tapered slab etc.

Product Specification: 

The Following Are Normal Specifications Marble Block Diamond Segment :

Blade
Diameter  

Segment
Size (LxWxH)

Production
Process Application Machine 

400mm
(16 Inch) 43/40x3.4x8mm 

Hot Pressing,Cold
Pressing

Marble,
Various Soft

Stone 

For Bridge Cutting
Machine, Manual
Cutting Machine,
Desktop Cutting

Machine 

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Other Specifications Of Cutter Segment:

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Granite-Block-Diamond-Segment-For-Manufacturer.html


Multi-Blade And Single-Disc Saw Blade:
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Application: 

Diamond Stone Cutting Segment Wholesales for marble slab and other hard stones.

marble block diamond segment for bridge cutting machine, manual cutting machine, desktop
cutting machine.

Segments Type: grooved type, K type, V type, taper type, sandwich.

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Wholesales-High-Frequency-Weld-Cutting-Segments-is-Suitable-for-Marble-Cutting.html


Our diamond segments for large circular saw blades are always manufactured in sandwich
design.

Diamond distribution in the outer and inner layers is carefully designed to ensure a wear
shape which helps to stabilize the cut, comparable with the effect of skating.

FAQ

1. How long is the delivery time of the product?

Different products have different delivery times. For small orders, the delivery time is only
about 7-15 days.



For large and medium-sized orders, our sales staff will confirm the delivery time with you
after the order is confirmed.

2.What is your terms of payment?

We accept DHL,Fedex,TNT, UPS , etc.

3.Do you provide samples? Is it free or extra?

Yes, we could offer you the sample machine. But it's not free. You need to pay for the sample
and the cost of freight.

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


